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Abstract. Laser fusion for energy and hybride schemes with laser application are original and highly tempting because they are ecofriendly, with almost unlimited resources.
Though quite challenging, even development stage is fruitful in hi-tech and provides vast
fundamental knowledge. The present paper discusses important results concerning target
fabrication detailing several finer points of view which may not appear obvious. The current status of and achievements in targets are provided and validation experiments are
discussed. The prospects and the unexpected difficulties are presented. The comparable
resources and cost (unlike sizes differing orders of magnitude) for the targets and for driver
over the driver’s life cycle scale prove there is no time to waste with target technology
findings and validation experiments, especially in view of ignition shortly expected with
National Ignition Facility.
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1. Thermonuclear Target Laboratory (TTL)
in the Lebedev Physics Institute
LPI target group (later Thermonuclear Target Laboratory – TTL) has been working
since 1974, initially for ‘KALMAR’ laser (9 beams, 400 J, wavelength of 1.05 µm).
It was the first laser in the world for spherical irradiation of targets. Polymer and
glass shell targets were produced and delivered for ‘KALMAR’ experiments during
1974–1983. Then, ‘DOLPHIN’ laser (128 beams, 4 kJ, 1.05 µm) started in LPI
produced spherical targets from predeuterated polystyrene and glass microballoon
(with 0.6–1.8 mm diameter and 0.5–8 µm wall thickness) filled by D2 and DTgas for fusion experiments during 1981–1989. TTL had delivered thin (0.4–0.7
µm) glass targets for ‘VULCAN’ laser in UK (6 beams, 800 J, 1.05 µm, 0.53 µm)
experiments during 1988–1993. Our laboratory provided various shell targets to
USA, China and India for inspection and experiments (figure 1). TTL is involved
with the fabrication of targets with layers of foam, metal and hydrogen. Details of
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Figure 1. (Left) Prof. Yu A Merkuliev and Dr A I Gromov (TTL) demonstrated the drop tower furnace for glass shell targets production to Prof. S
Nakai (Japan) in 1992. (Right) Microphoto of glass targets for laser experiments with energy from 0.4 to 200 kJ.

the equipment used for filling the targets and accurate inspection have also been
presented.
In TTL three main directions of targets fabrication are developing now and there
is no smooth technology transfer among these (!) Each of them is characterized by
specific technology that does not scale universally:
(1) Targets for research goals on 1–10 kJ lasers (e.g. cryotargets for single-shot
supercompression and ignition investigations).
(2) Direct and indirect targets for the laser light of 0.3–2 MJ (NIF-scale). Targets
for validation experiments are the most urgent among these.
(3) Reactor targets (5–10 MJ level) and systems of target delivery in the laser
focus or chamber centre are something special as regards mass target production principles and delivery means. General Atomics (GA) and Institute of
Laser Engineering (ILE) are the leaders in this.
Along with target technology, TTL takes part in the experiments on powerful
lasers with ns- and ps-pulse duration. Our laboratory (TTL) had delivered the
shell targets with fuel and various flat targets to experiment on the ns-lasers of our
Institute, on the ns- and ps-lasers of five Russian scientific centres and centres of
seven countries (figure 2). We had produced target technological equipment and
monitoring apparatus for Russian and foreign centres. We took part in large laser
projects (ILP-900 in Russia, HiPER in UK).
1116
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Figure 2. The TTL specialists in RRCAT starting up the LPI-made target
equipment with the heads of both institutes and colleagues (upper left). Target
specialists in the VULCAN laser (upper right) and participating in LULI
experimental runs (lower left) and in PALS experiments (lower right).

2. Rough scaling for contemporary power stations (PS) (figure 3)
Power plants projected: Tokomak-based – 40–200 GW; Laser-based – 0.5–3 GW;
Hybride – 1–2 GW; Existing units: Wind unit – 0.3–1 MW; Solar power unit;
0.01–1 MW; Tide power unit – 0.5–50 MW.
3. Placing laser fusion in the future energetics
Much attention is now being paid to the alternative energetics with renewable
sources of energy contrary to the fossil-fuel power stations and atomic power production. This gives a new impact to thermonuclear reactor projects, including inertial fusion energy (mainly laser initiated). The popular combinations are: hybrid
reactor (undercritical nuclear reactor with a laser neutron source), laser neutron
source (LNS) for breeding the fission materials (isotopes), LNS for cancellation
of some highly dangerous radioactive isotopes from the nuclear reactor waste and
so on.
Laser driver is mostly fixed when built. The target design on the contrary (along
with fabrication methods) may vary. But before they work together successfully, all
target elements, parameters and design on the whole should be thoroughly tested
and specially checked in validation experiments.
Pramana – J. Phys., Vol. 75, No. 6, December 2010
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Figure 3. Hydro PS∼106 –4·1010 W (left); atomic PS single block
(1–4)·109 W (right) and thermal PS (0.1–1)·109 W (bottom).
Table 1. Driver and target comparison for a living cycle of the driver.

Quantity
Volume per unit
Cost per unit

Driver

Targets

1
3·106 m3
$1010

1011 in 30 years
10−7 m3
$0.1

4. Driver and fuel (size and cost, requirements)
Fundamental contradiction between size and cost of the fuel (target) and driver
(laser) of the laser fusion is illustrated in table 1. The total cost of targets proves
comparable with driver on the scale of 30 years of operation!
Further contradiction is between mostly fixed laser system and fully variable
target construction for different applications of laser fusion, and between the requirements to laser (driver) and targets constructions.
During the past 40 years, all the stringent conditions, which driver could not
fulfill, had to be compensated by suitable designs of the targets. (Thus, whereas
a DT-solid sphere could be used with a strictly profiled laser pulse, a shell target
design was found to be necessary for an uncorrected laser pulse. Laser radiation
nonuniformity could be mitigated to some extent by the use of indirectly driven
targets etc.). Some of the typical target designs are shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4. (Left) Design generally used with 1 – polymer shell-target (the
photo in the centre) with 2 – DT-layer. (Right) The tight metal body around
the DT-foam filling with an opening for laser beam-target for laser neutron
source.

Figure 5. Wetted foam target.

This is why validation experiments with targets are now due and will always
be necessary. Indirect targets are beyond our present consideration, because we
believe they must give way to the direct ones in laser fusion.
5. Direct targets for large lasers (NIF, LMJ) and reactor prototype
HiPER probable ‘wetted-foam’ target is ≈2 mm diameter and CH 5-µm thick wall
and ≈50 µm polymer foam + fuel layer as shown in figure 5. This is smaller when
compared to figure 4.
To succeed with wetted foam target, one must realise technologies for densities
<30 mg/cm3 , create methods and characterize foam + target and realize whether
requirements are met?
One can find out from table 2 the strict requirements formulated now for highgain targets.
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Table 2. Requirements for direct (indirect) polymer cryogenic targets for
laser with an energy of 300 kJ.
Parameter

Value

Shell mass mtarg (mg)
Mass DT, mDT (µg)
Pressure (atm.)
Shell diameter (mm)
Wall thickness (µm)
Thickness variation (%)
Surface roughness (µm)
Thickness of DT-layer (µm)
Variation of DT-layer thickness (%)
Roughness of inner surface
of DT-layer (µm)
Temperature (K)

Accuracy

Deviation

1.3–2.7 (0.2–0.45)
15–60 (4–25)
50–350 (60–400)
1.8–2.8 (1.0–1.6)
16–35 (25–70)
0.3–0.5 (0.3–0.5)
0.02–0.04 (0.02–0.03)
15–40 (12–40)
1.2–2 (2)

0.01
0.5
1 (3)
0.5 µm
0.05
0.1
10 nm
1
0.5

0.03 (0.02)
1 (0.5)
3 (10)
2 µm (1 µm)
0.2 (0.5)
0.2 (0.3)
20 nm
1.5–3 (2–5)
1.5 (1)

0.5–1.5
4.2–12 (7–15)

0.5
0.05 (0.01)

1.0
0.3 (0.01)

The range of the diverging variety of works associated with this strict request is
given in figures 6 and 7. These can provide an estimation of the labour which 20
people from the staff of TTL devoted to the target activity to meet the requirements.
To provide satisfactory characterization of the targets, some of the methods,
hardware and software developed in TTL are presented below.
5.1 Optical and X-ray shell characterizations
Figure 7 shows the optical and X-ray characterization set-ups used at TTL. Target
supply system is one of the building blocks of IFE reactor. Operational principle is
the FST-principle: high rep rate operation with free-standing targets (FST).
The technologies to operate with freestanding targets at each production step
(fuel filling, layering, target characterization and injection) are under development
in the Cryogenic Group of TTL over the last 20 years. The mass production unit
for such targets is shown in figure 8.
6. Targets for hybrid reactor
In 2009 US President Obama proposed to create alternative energetics and gave
>$120 B to scientific and technical research. LLNL developed hybrid reactor on
the basis of NIF facility and the frequency laser Mercury. LPI (Russia) had worked
on hybrid reactors with laser neutron source of neutron yield 1017 –1019 without
DT-mixture ignition (without supercompression symmetry, and no burning wave
via α-particles) in 1989–1992. Schemes of laser irradiation and targets proposed
then were simple (see figure 9).
Even now the NUHART regime with DT gas-filled glass microspheres could be
a reasonable start for the hybride reactor. In the next stage, if the frequency
1120
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Figure 6. Principle and equipment for production of clean and precise large
targets in LPI [1].

Figure 7. Two automatic optical systems with high resolution CCD-camera
and original software for shell characterization (made in LPI and delivered
to different Russian institutes). Software had been written using ray-tracing
method in 2001. Now it also includes wavelet analysis of 100–200 images for
single or double-layer shell [2,3].

cryotarget systems are not yet ready the solid shell of alternative fuel could serve
as surrogate target. Provided energy multiplication in the U-part is higher than
100-fold, then the neutron source could be less.
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Figure 8. The principle of mass production of cryogenic fuel capsule proposed in LPI (courtesy Prof. E R Koresheva).

Figure 9. (1) Scheme of laser irradiation in NUHART regime; (2) Photo
of glass shells with DT-gas for ‘VULCAN’ experiments with 6 beams, 800 J,
0.75 ns in UK in 1987–1991, DT-mixture of 0.4–0.5 MPa, neutron yield – up
to Yn ≈ 5 × 109 ; (3) NUHART scheme with double DT-containing shells of
compositions to begin reactor studies and (4) GMS-target with Ag clusters
demonstrated enhanced neutron yield.

7. Targets for laser thermonuclear neutron sources to be used
for U fuel breeding and for radioactive waste cancellation
With intensive operation of the atomic power plants the natural deposits of U235 will
be over in a century. So it will be necessary to produce fuel from the ordinary U238 or
thorium. Powerful laser neutron sources are proposed for element transformation,
and the irradiated material should be placed close to neutron source, which need
the specific target design and fabrication. The target production techniques are
common with the microelectronics and with semiconductor production methods.
8. Thermonuclear targets with alternative fuels
New fabrication technologies of large fusion targets from the light elements deuteride or deuteride–tritide might allow the experiments with high energy gain and
1122
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Table 3. Isotopes content and properties of the new materials.
Material
Density (g/cm3 )
Number Σ(Zi+1) to 4 (number D2)

LiBeD3

LiBD4

BeD2

(CD2)n

ND3 BD3

≈0.83

≈0.86

0.765

1.10

0.92

2.5

2.25

2.25

2.75

2.167

27.3

3.4

Module of elasticity (GPa)
◦

Melting point ( C)
(glassy temperature)

140
(134)

Boiling point (◦ C)
Temperature of fast disintegration

(≈350)

2

Permeability for H2 (cm /atm·s)
Optical transparency (<0.1 mm)

<5 · 10
semi

yes

Surface roughness (nm)
Structure (crystal, amorphous)

crys.

crys.

−12

106

(≈520)
10

−6

(≈300)
≈<10−9

yes

yes

yes

<10

<60

<30

amor.

am-cr

crys-am

the investigations with surrogate cryogenic targets. Advantages of the light element
hydrides are: (a) Stability at the piston–fuel boundary is higher (initial Atwood
number is equal to 3 for beryllium deuteride instead of 7.5 for beryllium), (b)
fuel temperature drop is lower with mixing on the boundary of shell and DT-fuel
(see lines Ni/NDT and I/IDT in the table), (c) DT burning propagates in the
shell wall at the fuel ignition inside the shell and (d) possible T-production in the
‘non-evaporated’ shell interacting with the products of burning; deuteride can dominate in the light element combination, with tritium only in the inner part of the
shell at the boundary with DT-mixture [4]. Laser targets from new solid materials
with high concentration of hydrogen isotopes for neutron generation are given in
table 3.
BeD2 properties: amorphous structure; smooth surface, roughness less than 10
nm. Optical transparency of beryllium hydride is high. 7 µm beryllium deuteride
layer fixed on 50 µm glass substrate is an yellow and transparent sample of BeD2
layer. Yellow colour indicates metal beryllium in BeD2 layer (possibility of cryogenic
layer monitoring is vivid) [5]. Figure 10 shows some of the first shells of NH3 BH3
at TTL.
9. Low-density layer in targets for laser radiation smoothing
Two groups of Russian theorists proposed three different methods of using foams
for laser (speckled) irradiation uniformity: (1) ‘thermal’ method of heat-and-flow
smoothing of volume-structured material (LPI), (2) ‘optical’ method of a separate
dynamical plasma phase plate (VNIIEF), (3) ‘direct–indirect’ method when laser
light is converted directly into hard radiation (X-ray and EUV) in the outer lowdensity layer with 50 mass% of high-Z additives with the conversion taking place
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Figure 10. First shells from NH3 BH3 , fabricated in TTL on 14.04.2003.
GNIIChTEOS specialists produced first 10 g ND3 BD3 in December 2004.
Dr Yu E Markushkin with co-authors fulfilled isotopes exchange in ammineborane.

Figure 11. Low-density high-Z metal structure on SEM (left), layer of lowdensity copper on glass shell (centre) in X-ray and nanoberyllium foam (right).

Figure 12. TAC 10 mg/cm3 300 µm in the holder with a slit on the kopeik
(left). Density fluctuations of TAC are <1% in focal area Ø 300 µm (scale =
1 µm) (centre). Doping with Cu or Cl (15% mass) in TAC 10 mg/cm3 , Cu
particles 40 nm, concentration 5·1012 cm−3 , more than 3% nanoparticles are
not agglomerated (right).

right on the capsule surface. This has an effect of smoothed shell heating and is
achieved as if by ‘indirect’ hard radiation (LPI). Some such target structures are
shown in figure 11.
The following are the additional six parameters of foam targets are to be monitored: (1) structure (open or close, etc.); (2) thickness of structural elements (wall
thickness of close cells or fibre diameter of 3D network, etc.); (3) cell size (vacuole diameter of close cells and distance between fibres of 3D-net, etc.); (4) density
variations in volume connected with mode number of amplitude of hydrodynamic
instability; (5) roughness of outer surface with CH-layer; (6) roughness of inner
surface with foam layer.
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Figure 13. Temporal behaviour of the transmission and non-linear scattering
curves in laser plasma in LIL experiment [5].

We take part in laser-plasma experiments with foam targets in different countries
(Czech, France, Germany, India). Parameter measurements are very difficult for
foams and are mostly absent for very low densities. Figure 12 shows the targets
fabricated at LPI.
10. Minimum and sufficient creation list and validation experiments for
reactor-aimed thermonuclear installations
1. Uniform energy supply on the DT-sphere, essentially (5-fold) better than now
2. Higher direct target efficiency (every 1% matters), density gradients and highZ profiling
3. Better stability of implosion (increment and mode controlling processes): turbulent, 2-shell designs, and other difficult solutions (every several % meaningful)
4. Rapid quench for uniform DT cryolayers inside
5. Supercompression of cold <0.1 κ  B) DT-mixture 200–250 g/cm3 (2- or
3-fold preferably)
6. Hot ignition match (>10 keV) obtained or fast ignition developed
7. Fission elements – can they help on the present scale?
8. Tritium breeding conditions
9. Forming channels for energy input via particles of ps-laser (ignition)
Pramana – J. Phys., Vol. 75, No. 6, December 2010
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Figure 14. PALS experiments: comparison of the undercritical plasma preheating with and without high-Z nanoparticles [7].

10. Plasma transparency for wide spectrum laser (ignition) as shown in figure 13.
11. Targets with periodic pressure pulses formation
12. Particle beams self-formed in the targets for ignition (ignition)
10.1 Already existing examples of validation experiments
Results of experiments performed at LIL and PALS laser facilities to validate some
target features are shown in figures 13 and 14 and are self-explanatory to most
extend.
Figure 13 shows laser radiation transmission through the under-critical aerogel
at 10 kJ incident energy of the triple frequency quad beam (blue line). Grey line
represents the incident laser pulse in arbitrary units. The transmitted signal is doubled for easier comparison. The violet signal of stimulated Brillouin back-scattering
from the aerogel plasma and stimulated Raman scattering are all normalized. The
experiment of 2007 has shown smoothing of the laser beam fluctuations on the
target surface by using foam, but also indicated the presence of light transmission
in initial time period of beam arrival. Unexpected periodic oscillations in the light
transmission through the homogeneous plasma during the second half of beam interaction were recorded. The horizontal axis is time in nanoseconds. The vertical
axis is intensity in arbitrary units.
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11. Conclusion
Several projects utilizing laser fusion need completely different targets and fabrication technologies. During the past 40 years all conditions, which driver could not
fulfill, went to targets construction additional strict requirements. This is why validation experiments with targets will always be necessary. Cost of the reactor target
is high to meet finally the cost requirement. Though target fabrication techniques
are different for different stages of fusion reactor development, each of them results
in such ‘by-products’ as new fundamental knowledge, laboratory astrophysics, material constants at extreme conditions and others, which are worth studying. Target
creation is a highly integrated research field, with cross-links to atomic, nuclear,
laser, solid-state and plasma physics, interesting and difficult and in many respects
challenging. It is not early to bother about the energy supply in the 22nd century!
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